Indirect objects in Hausa are indicated by an overt i.o. marker plus the object nominal, noun or pronoun. The i.o. occurs immediately following the verb and preceding the d.o. in the basic SVO word order.
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(1) a. zaatä kaawoo makaruwaa She will bring you water.
b. yaa yaafam mini shii
He forgave me (for) it. c.
sun gyaaräa waMuusaa mootäa They repaired the car for Musa. d. naa sookäa mata maashii I stabbed a spear into her. e.
ka sakäa ma dookii linzaamii Put a bridle on the horse. f.
sun yimusu daariyaa They laughed at them. g. süuruutüu ya yi wa maalam yawäa The chatter was too much for the teacher. h. kadä zoobeeya suttüßee maka Don't let the ring slip away from you. i.
käakaa taa macee mana Grandma died on us. j.
kai nakee gayäa wa It is you I am telling it to.
The form of the i.o. marker is ma (with high tone) before personal pronouns and wa or ma, depending on dialect, elsewhere, i.e. before nouns, demonstrative pronouns, or in phrase-flnal position. For convenience, I
shall refer to this äs the pre-noun form in contrast to the pronominal form. The high tone ma-and the following pronouns combine to form inseparable words, the "i.o. pronouns". The vowel of ma· usually assimilates to the vowel of the following pronoun (e.g. mani = mini 'to me') whereas the pre-noun particles wä/ma are invariant. Ignoring optional contractions of the pronouns that commonly occur (e.g. mini = min) the füll paradigm of i.o. forms in Standard Hausa is äs given in (2) . For comparison, a corresponding set of d.o. forms is also given. Since the Hausa i.o. System looks so transparent and regulär, it wouldn't seem to pose any interesting historical problems. Presumably all one would have to do would be to locate the cognate i.o. marker(s) in related languages and then reconstruct the ancestral System from which the presentday Hausa System is derived. However, it turns out that the problem is far from simple and that the morpho-syntactic structure of Hausa äs we see it today is the result of significant grammatical change and restructuring.
THE TYPICAL CHADIC INDIRECT OBJECT SYSTEM
Viewed from a comparative Chadic perspective, the Hausa i.o. System is noticeably aberrant in two respects. First, there shouldn't be an overt prefix or particle with the pronoun Lo.'s. While there are other Chadic languages that also have pre-pronoun i.o. markers, the usual case is for the i.o. pronoun to be suffixed directly to the verb. This i.o. pronoun is usually distinguished from the d.o. pronoun by having a different pronoun paradigm and/or by being treated äs a bound clitic attached to the verb. In Kanakuru (Newman 1974) Second, the noun i.o. is in the wrong place. Unlike the pronoun i.o., which is attached to the verb, the noun i.o. phrase should occur after, not before, the direct object. The typical Chadic pattern is to have sentences such äs 'He brought me the book', but 'He brought the book to/ for John', the word order in both cases being obligatory. This distinction in word order can be seen clearly in Kanakuru and Ngamo, languages belonging to the same branch of Chadic äs Hausa, äs well äs in Kera (Ebert 1979:207) and Dangaleat (Ebobisse 1979:52-56 Here are the caps that they gave us.
Because the pronoun set used after the verb baa is identical to the direct object set, it is common for Hausaists to describe baa äs taking two direct objects. But I would argue that baa is not "aberrant" in having two d.o.'s, but rather is "archaic" in that it has preserved the historically earlier structure in which pronoun i.o.'s were bare pronoun forms immediately following the verb. That an old pattern should be preserved with the verb 'to give' -a high frequency verb that in Hausa requires, not just allows, an i.o. -is not suiprising. One should note that all Chadic languages without exception, äs far äs I am aware, express the recipient of the verb 'to give' by an i.o., not a d.o. pronoun. As would be expected, noun i.o.'s after baa do require an overt i.o. marker. With some Speakers this is wa, usually occurring with a special form of the verb, bai, with others it is a phonologically reduced form consisting simply of a low tone, which is realized on the verb äs baa with falling tone äs opposed to the pre-pronoun form baa with level high tone. In any case, the marker is clearly evident and preserves the important syntactic distinction between noun and pronoun i.o.'s. 
. gäa mutäanen da sukä bai wa
Here are the men they gave (it) to.
2.2.
Hausa is usually described äs having two pre-noun i.o. markers, wa and ma, the former occurring in "Standard" Hausa, the other ascribed to western dialects, but in fact being the commoner and more widely distributed of the two forms. The marker ga, seen in the above examples with noun i.o.'s, still exists in Hausa äs a multifunctional preposition indicating 'to, in/on/near, in relation to, in the presence of, etc.'. In Standard Hausa grammars it is never mentioned when discussing indirect objects (but seeParsons 1971/72:72 b. yaa yaake haköoransa ga yaarön da bai saabäa da shii ba He bared his teeth at the boy he wasn't used to.
c. sarkii yaa yi jawaabii ga mutaaneh da suka taaru a dandälii
The chief made a speech to the people who assembled in the square.
d. yakän kaawoo raguwar fähimtaa ga wanda kann harshensa yake daban
This brings a lessening of understanding to the person whose manner of speaking is different.
e. naa nuunä takärdaf ga wanda na faara gämuwaa da shii 'a koofaa
I showed the letter to the first person I met at the door.
I suggest, then, that in Old Hausa, pronoun and noun indirect objects were formed on the model of sentences (13a) and (16e) (Newman 1974: 91) and Sura (Jungraithmayr 1963:24-29) There are specific points of resemblance between the Hausa i.o. forms and the possessives found in other languages belonging to the same subbranch of Chadic äs Hausa that show clearly that they are historically the same. First, there is the unusual Ist person plural pronoun: -na in Hausa, -rai in Sura. In Hausa, äs in other West Chadic languages, the normal pronoun for this person is mufn). In Hausa, mu(n) is used in all syntactic environments except in the i.o. form mana(= mw«0), and even this is being analogically replaced in many dialects by mamü. Similarly in Sura, md(n) is the Standard Ist person plural pronoun in all environments (including direct and indirect object) except in the case of possessives, where -nu is required.
Second, there is the shared tonal assymetry between the high (or mid) tone pre-pronoun marker and the low tone pre-noun particle, which is evidenced in all three of the above languages.
Third -and this is probably significant, although not apparent from the examples in (17) -there is the distinction between the pre-pronoun marker with the assimilating vowel, which can be traced to a form reconstructable äs *md, and the pre-noun marker with the stable vowel, which goes back to a form reconstructable äs *ma?
Since the mä/ma paradigm in Hausa can be identified with the mV· paradigm in related languages, and since in all these other languages (e.g. Angas, Bole, Galambu, Gera, Kanakuru, Kirfi, Kulere, Ron, Sura) it represents a possessive pronoun set, it follows that the present-day Hausa indirect object forms must originally have been possessives. In other words, the present forms and syntax of indirect objects in Hausa represent not a direct modification of an earlier i.o. System, but rather its replacement by something that originally was quite different, namely possessives. Sentences such äs taa ginaa maka tüuluu andyaa saacee mä sarkiizoobee, which now mean pot' and 'he stole the chiefs, the ring'. The exceptional first person plural form mana 'to us' would have means Ours', exactly äs it now does in Sura.
The original motivation for using possessives may have been to give prominence to the i.o. affectee, something that was inherently difficult with the weak, semi-clitic i.o. pronouns. The usage may also have been helped along by the need to avoid ambiguity between i.o.'s and d.o.'s resulting from the merger of the two originally distinct sets. Whatever the mechanism involved, the semantically possessive nature of the possessives gradually faded away, leaving them to be redefined by their new syntactic role äs i.o. pronouns.
Note that I am assuming that the Hausa ma/ma forms that eventually became indirect objects were originally independent possessives. The fixed word order for attributive possessives in Hausa, äs in other Chadic languages, is (and seems always to have been) Possessed-Possessor, e.g. modern Hausa tuulu-n-ka 'your P ot ' (Mt-'pot-of-you', cf. Kanakuru jira'mongö), zoobe-n sarkii 'the chiefs ring' (lit. 'ring-of the chief). At no time would *maka tüuluu ever have been a noun phrase meaning 'your pot'. On the other hand, when an independent possessive (usually pronominal) is used in the same construction with a possessed noun, äs is possible in Hausa, the possessive may occur before the noun, thereby giving it special emphasis. 
c. zooben nan naaka nee
This ring is yours.
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The West Chadic pre-noun form *ma was probably used only in forming absolute possessives, since another form *kd is easily reconstructed for N of N constructions. With pronominal possessives the picture is not so clear. In some of the languages that have mV· possessive forms (Angas, Bole, Sura), the pronouns only function äs independent possessives. In others (Galambu, Gera, Kanakuru, Kirfi, Kulere, Ron), they also function attributively. (In all these cases, with the exception of Kulere, the mV· forms are only used with masculine (and plural) nouns alongside a separate paradigm for grammatically feminine words.) Nevertheless, whatever the original West Chadic Situation may have been with regard to the function of the mV-forms, by the time that they underwent the possessive to i.o. change in Hausa, they were almost certainly restricted to the role of absolute/independent possessives. In considering the historical connection between possessives and indirect objects in Hausa, one should take into account the facts, albeit sketchy, that Schuh (1978:64-70) provides for Galambu, a language belonging to the same group äs Kanakuru, and thus reasonably closely re-lated to Hausa. In this language, attributive possessive pronouns used with masculine and plural nouns are formed with the prefix mä~9 e. Presumably Galambu ma and mä are (or were) variants of the same morpheme. If so, this raises the question whether Galambu has undergone a change from possessive to indirect object parallel to the one in Hausa (but limited only to nouns), or whether the Galambu and Hausa data taken together point to an originally broader relational function for the prenoun particle *ma than indicated by the label possessive.
STANDARD HAUSA WA
Because the pre-noun i.o. markers ma and wa are functionally equivalent dialect variants (sometimes used interchangeably by one and the same Speaker), it has generally been assumed that they bear some kind of direct historical relationship to one another. According to one analysis, tacitly held by myself and others, the wa is taken äs original and the dialectal change wa to ma is explained in terms of analogic levelling under the influence of the pre-pronoun form ma. However, if ma goes back directly to an old possessive marker of the same shape, äs argued above, this would obviate the need and the justification for the presumed wa to ma change.
In that case, should we conclude that the correct historical analysis is to derive wa from mal As far äs I am aware, the only scholar ever t o suggest that this was the direction of change is Eulenberg (1972:33-36 ). Eulenberg's explanation was that the ma > wa shift was simply a special instance of a more general process of lenition that we know to have affected Hausa consonants. He was particularly focussing on the */m/ > /w/ change that has taken place in some, but not all, Hausa dialects, cf. Sokoto zamnaa 'to sit', 'amree 'marriage' (Sokoto having mä äs the i.o. marker) with Kano zaunaa and 'auree (Kano having wa äs the i.o. marker). While this analysis would solve our problems, unfortunately it does not seem to be correct. In the first place, the */m/ > /w/ change (or */m/ > /u/ äs I would prefer to represent it, see Newman and Salim 1981) is a strictly conditioned sound change applying only to /m/ in syllable-final position followed by /n/ or /r/. There is no evidence of an */m/ > /w/ change in other positions, cf. the Sokoto/Kano forms kimsäa/kimsäa 'to stuff into', kumcii/kuncii 'cheek', zama/zama 'to become' (this being the same root äs in 'to sit'), märii/märii 'shackle'. Second, it is not true that the dialect distributions of mä vs. wa and zamnaa vs. zaunaa are coterminous. While this holds to a considerable extent, one also finds dialects where mä coexists with zaunaa and dialects where wa coexists with zamnaa. Even within a particular dialect, there is often considerable Variation in the use of mä or wa. In Katsina, they apparently can occur in succession in certain constructions, e.g. waa zäh kai mä wal 'Whom shall I take (it) to?' (Parsons 1971/72:66) .
It seems, then, that ma doesn't come from wa and that wa doesn't come from ma, i.e. that they are historically unrelated and their synchronic closeness is due to a kind of morphological/syntactic merger. Thus we are still left with the problem of explaining the origin of WA.
Since Hausa should have had a preposition-like particle with noun i.o.'s long before the presumably possessive marker mä acquired an i.o. function, wa could easily be a reflex of this morpheme. The fact that mä and wa coexist in many dialects is fully consistent with this approach. In looking around Chadic for cognate forms, the historically most likely (though phonetically not the most obvious) comparison is with Kanakuru kö (one of its variant i.o. markers), Ngamo k(i), and Dangaleat ku. AIthough the change */k/ > /w/ is not regulär in Hausa, it is attested in the case of other grammatical morphemes, e.g. -uwäa 'plural marker' < -ukäa (which still occurs), and : waa 'progressive participle ending' < *äka. s l would suggest, however, that the most likely source for wa is to be found within Hausa itself, namely the prepositiongzi.
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It was demonstrated above that the preposition gä was and is a prenoun i.o. marker. Thus to derive wa from gä would only require a morpheme specific phonological weakening limited to the case where the i.o. marker immediately followed the verb, e.g. yaa fadäa wa sarkü 'He told the chief, but yaa fädi läabaani gä wandä ya baa shtduukäa 'He told the story to the one who gave him a beating'. It seems that Eulenberg's lenition idea was basically correct, only he applied it to the wrong morpheme.
That wa is in a "weak" position has been noted by Parsons and Gouffe, both of whom propose synchronically that wa be regarded äs a verbal suffix rather than äs a separate particle.
Indeed, though it [wa] is always written disjunctively (from the verb), there is a case for regarding it äs some sort of verbal suffix or extension, it being even possible to make a pause between it and the noun in speech, but never before it. (Parsons 1971/72:64) Lorsque l'objet indirect est de nature nominale, il est essentiel de rappeler que la marque /wä/ se comporte comme un morpheme enclitique du verbe; plus precisement, eile fonctionne comme un veritable suffixe de ce verbe. (Gouffe 1981:49) It is interesting that the phonological weakening proposed to account for the ga to wa change in postverbal position is an ongoing process that is now affecting wa. In addition to the pre-noun verb form baa 4 to give', presumably derived from *baa wä, one can cite other examples where wä has weakened and been incorporated into the verb that have not been appreciated äs such.
(20) a. yakän tiilasaa mutaanee sü yi haka = a', yakän tiilasaa wa mutaanee sü yi haka
He compels people to act thus. b. kaf kä durküsäa mütufn, kadä kä kwahtäa mütufn Don't kneel down for a man, don't lie down for a man.
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Examples such äs the above have been described by many scholars (e.g. Parsons 1971/72:66) in terms of optional omission or deletion of the i.o. marker. The tone, however, shows clearly that we are dealing with the incorporation of wä and not its absence. If wä were deleted, äs generally claimed, then the trisyllabic verbs should show up with high-low-high tone. The acutally occurring high-low-low pattern, äs seen in durküsäa, results from the fusion of the underlying high-low-low verb *durküsä with the highly reduced form of the i.o. marker consisting only of length pluslow tone, i.e./:/. The close nexus between the verb and the i.o. marker not only helps explain the phonological weakening that led to wä, it also explains why the extraposition of the noun i.o. doesn't take place. In this connection, we need to clarify certain matters purposely left in abeyance when the word order of noun i.o.'s was being discussed.
Although the typical word order with noun i.o.'s was said to be Vd.o. -prep. + Noun, sentences with a noun i.o. in fact seldom contain an expressed d.o. This is avoided by sequences of sentences and clauses such äs The lion killed the animal; he brought (it) to his children', or 'Whenever her mother made a lot of food, she gave (it) to the dogs'. The result is that the noun i.o. phrase normally finds itself immediately after the verb. Compare ya kawo ga diyansa 'He brought (it) to his children', a sentence taken from the old dialect with V -d.o. -i.o. word order, with its modern equivalent>YZ0 kaawoo wa 'yaa'yansä.
The second point is that I regard the typical Chadic word order with noun i.o.'s after the d.o. äs being due to a shared extraposition rule that moved i.o.'s to the right of the d.o. In underlying structure, the word order was presumably the same whether the i.o. was nominal or pronominal, namely V -i.o. -d.o. If the i.o. was "cumbersome" or "heavy", i.e. if it provided too much of a bamer between the verb and its d.o., then it was removed to the right. The question of what constituted "cumbersome" seems to have been a language specific matter. In some Chadic languages the very fact of the i.o. being a prepositional phrase made it cumbersome, so that all noun i.o.'s were obligatorily extraposed. In others, such äs present-day Hausa, extraposition depends on the complexity of the i.o. in relation to the complexity of the d.o. The weakening ofgä to wo and its semi-attachment to the verb stem had the effect of lessening the heaviness of noun i.o.'s, thereby allowing noun i.o.'s to remain before d.o.'s and not be extraposed äs was probably more general at an earlier period.
SUMM AR
The typical means of forming indirect objects in Chadic is to suffix pronouns directly to the verb and to express noun i.o.'s by means of a prepositional phrase. The noun i.o. is typically shifted to the right of the direct object, commonly leaving a pronominal trace in its original position. Such a System was probably characteristic of Proto-Chadic.
At an earlier period, Hausa probably manifested such a System, with bare pronouns occurring to the left of the d.o. and noun i.o.'s, indicated by gä + N, occurring to the right of the d.o. The innovations that led to the strikingly different i.o. System that one finds in present-day Hausa were: (a) the change in meaning and function of the mini, maka...pronominal paradigm from absolute possessive to dative; (b) the change in meaning and function of the pre-noun marker mä from possessive to dative; and (c) the weaking of gä to wä with the concomitant relaxation of the noun i.o. extraposition rule. NOTES 1. The most important treatment of indirect objects in Hausa is Parsons (1971/72) , from which I have freely drawn examples. One should also see Newman (1973 Newman ( , 1977b . In transcribing examples from Hausa, long vowels are indicated by double letters, low tone is indicated /a(a)/, and high tone is left unmarked. Falling tone, in effect a sequence of high plus low, is indicated by a low tone mark on the final V or C of a heavy syllable, e.g. /aa/ or /an/.
